RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
SPECIALISED IN SENSORY SCIENCES FOR SPORT GOODS
VILLENEUVE D’ASCQ, FRANCE
OUR TEAM
DECATHLON aims to conceive, design and distribute sportive products in order to make sport
accessible for the many.
Decathlon SPORTSLAB is a team of more than 40 researchers and engineers studying the interaction
between the human body and the product. Moreover, Sportslab contributes to the innovation and
product design supporting Decathlon’s own branded sports (Domyos, Kalenji, Kipsta, Quechua, etc.).
Join the SENSORY & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES Laboratory! Our lab is in charge of the development and
adaptation of sensory methods to objectively measure and understand the users’ perception during
sport practice.
OUR VALUES
DECATHLON’s teams love sports and we share its values!
We promote initiatives and allow everyone to evolve professionally. "Collective play" is part of our
DNA, we win together only if we are a united and committed team.
YOUR MISSION
You set up protocoles, perform tests, analyse and communicate results to help our own branded
sports having a better understanding of users and doing the right conception choices.
You contribute to competencies upgrading of our laboratory in sensory analysis and statistics by
proposing new methods/adaptations to collect and analyse our users’ perception during practice.
Additionally, you support the digital transformation of our team, promoting the use of digital tools and
in real time measurements.
YOUR PROFILE
You have a Master degree, preferentially in Sensory analysis, Statistics, Food science, Cognitive
sciences with solid fundamentals in sensory analysis .
You have a significant professional experience in sensory analysis. You know how to use at least one
statistic software, ideally R or XLStat.
You like applied research and going on the field, closer to the users. You both know how to take the
time to explore new methods and run sports panels.
You are comfortable in group work and know how to interact with many interlocutors of different
horizons and expertise. You are autonomous, you like to propose new ideas and help to change those
of others.
In addition, you have an appeal for new technologies allowing data acquisition and analysis.
You like and share the values of sport.

Join DECATHLON and help make sport accessible for the many !

https://sites.google.com/decathlon.com/contact-sbs-sportslab/accueil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnxEsMHPNOE

contact: claire.grzelakowski@decathlon.com

